
pricing guide

“We take photographs as a return ticket to a moment otherwise gone”. The value of 
this investment is priceless; one that you will cherish for years to come. ACP 
specializes in child and family portraiture within Portland, Oregon and the surrounding 
metro area. All indoor and outdoor photography sessions are offered on-location.

With each booking you receive a personal session that includes the photographer’s 
time and talent, plus professional editing and retouching, and high resolution digital 
images from your session. Print as much as you’d like and as large as your heart 
desires with the included print release. In addition, each session package will be 
sweetened with your edited session photos featured in a personalized ACP blog post, 
a password-protected online gallery for ordering, viewing, and sharing, and a 
personalized ordering consultation/visit if requested. High-quality prints, bamboo 
canvases, albums, and other products are sold separately.

Payment plans available on all sessions with a deposit due at the time of booking. I 
book a limited number of sessions per month.  Please inquire over a month in advance 
to secure your session within those limited calendar openings.  

$650 | COUPLES OR ENGAGEMENT
1 hour on-location session
High Resolution Digital Files

$750 | CHILDREN & FAMILY                                                                                      
60-90 minute on-location session (location of choice within Portland area).        
Phone, email, and or in person consultation prior to the session.                  
Photography of up to 5 people (additional persons are an additional $25 each).                                              
High Resolution Digital Files

$650 | MATERNITY
1 hour on-location session
High Resolution Digital Files

$850 | LIFESTYLE NEWBORN
2 hours on-location/in-home photographing baby, parents and siblings
High Resolution Digital Files
25 Birth Announcements
*additional $250 fee for newborn twin sessions

$1500 | MATERNITY + LIFESTYLE NEWBORN

$2800 | THE BABY PLAN
Included with this year-long package are four custom photo sessions that document 
your pregnancy, your child as a newborn, the six month stage (when baby is able to 
sit up), and the one year milestone. At the end of the first year, you will receive a 
personalized 10×10 session  album highlighting your favorite images from each 
session. Remember Baby’s First by capturing these special milestones in a year of 
whirlwind changes.

$650 | PROFESSIONAL HEADSHOTS
1 hour on location or in-home session
High Resolution Digital Files


